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Intersections in Knightrs Tours
By G.P.JELLISS

- Part III

Diagrams T1 to T19 on the covers of this issue are closed knight tours
derived from thetrcross-patch" patterns C1 to C19 given in the last issue, by the
deletion of the minimum number of moves and reconnection of the loose ends.
In all but case 19 this has been achieved by deleting only one move in each
circuit, but case 19 necessitates one further deletion in order to be able to join
the pieces into a closed tour.
The following are the earliest sources to which I have so far been able to
trace first publication of some of these tours: T1 - T.Ciccolini, Del Cavallo
Degli Scacchi, Paris, 1836 (I was recently able to consult a copy of this in the
Bodleian Library, Oxford). T5 - L.Euler, Memoires de ltAcademie des Sciences
de Berlin, 1759 (Irve not seen the original article but this tour is quoted both by
Falkener 1892 and Kraitchik L927). Tg - H.E.Dudeney, Amusements in Mathematies, IgI7, p228. T19 - A.C.Pearson, The Twentieth Cbntury Standard Puzzle
gook, 1gO?, p85 of Part 1. (Most of Pearson's puzzles are taken, without acE-owledgement, from other sourees' so this tour may be of earlier origin.)
ed tne others are my own work. I found T4 as long ago as March 19?0' but
the rest are recent. I sent T6 to a few correspondents as a Christmas/New Year
greeting last December (see The Problemist, January 1985).
by deletThe process of forming a ciosed tour from a pattern of circuits
?'simple" Iinking.
joining
I
caII
ends
up
the
ing one 1noue in each circuii and then
tf lt is possible to link together in this way N circuits to form one, then the N
deleted- and N inserted mbves must themselves form a closed knight-move circuit of 2N moves, which I call the r?Iinkage polygon". To prove this: Let a1' b1 be
the two loose ends of one of the circuits, with the move a1-b1 deleted. Then we
call the end to which b1 is joined a2. If now b2 is joined to_a1 we have a. closed
circuit, and a1-b1-a2-bi-a1is a 4-move linkage polygon. If however b2 is not
joined to a1, caftne enO to which it is joined a3. If n9w b3 is joined to a1 then
we again have a linkage polygon, now of 6 moves; and so on.
"
In the cases of Ce anO CZ I have enumerated all geometrically different
tours derivable from these eross-patch patterns by simple linking, and find that
there are 4l from C6 and 15 from C7. The tour T6 is the only one of the 41
that keeps within the "Cil shape (a). tn fact, it is the only tour, formed by any
rrgrr-sSaped track! A tour that keeps within the
method, inat *itt fit within 1h"
method. The example T7 is the only
'rHrr-shaped track (b) is impossible, by any
one of the 15 formed from C? in which the linkage octagon is symmetrical.

(a)

closed tours of
These two Patterns incidentally' correspond to the two possible
a 4x4 board bY a W azir. I like to call them the CoId and Hot tours!
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New Appearanee of Chessics
The last few issues of Chessics have seen some experimenting on the part
of the Publisher with the appearance of the diagrams, type-sizes and layouts. It
is hoped that this period of experimenting has now come to an end, and that the
appearance of the journal will in future remain as you see it in this issue. The
text is now typed on an electronic type-writer on B5-size sheets, which are then
reduced on a photocopier to A5 size. The diagrarn-blanks used are slightly smaller than those supplied by the BCPS, but the BCPS symbol transfers are used, so
that they should sta-nd out quite clearly, even after reduction.
Our supply of original compositions is getting low, so composers are urged
to send in their ideas, particularly sets of compositions around which an article
can be written. All types of problems will be welcome.

Solvers
The ieading solvers and their scores this time are:
R.Brain 50, G.Whitehead 46, D.Nixon 41, J.P.Junnor 36, J.lV.Murkin 34
with the first three in the same order past the tape as in the last issue.

Solutions to Chessics 20
74. MCDOWELL. 1...Kc4 2.Qa4* 1.Kc6 Kc4 2.Qb8 Kd4 3.Qf4* Reflection in cla.
75. HOLLADAY. (a) 1.Qf6 Kd5 2.Kd3 Kc5 3.Qb6+ Kds 4.Qd6+ (Z.Se3+Z Kc5!).
(b) 1.Qf? Kd4 2.Qe6 Kc5 3.Qd6+ Kbs 4.Qd6+ 1...Kd3 2.Qe6/7/8 Kd4 3.QeS+
Kd3 4.Qe3*. (c) 1.Kc6 Kd3 2.Kd5 Kc3 3.Qb2+ Kd3 4.Qd2+. (d) 1.Kb5 Kd5
2.Qe2/L Kd4 3.Qe6+ Kd5 4.Qe5* 1...Kd3 2.Qe3+/e1 Kc2 3.Qd2+ Kb3/1 4.Qb2+
(e) r.Qfo KdS 2.Kc3 Ke4 3.Qf5+ Ke3 4.Qf3+ (2...tccs 3.Qc6*). (f) 1.ehb Kf4
2.Se3 Ke4 3.Qf5+ Kd4 4.Qd5+ 2...K93 3.eg4+ Kf /nz 4.eg2* (1...Kd4 2.SeB etc).
' Whew! Mating position plus nine distinct echoes. IG.W.I Composer counts ten
mates of one kind and another pair with BK on b1 and h2, and comments that
second-move duals in parts (b) and (d) hardly matter. There is also in (d)
1...Kd3 2.Qe1 Kd4 3.Qe3+. [R.8.]
?6. SHoREt<. (a) 1...QbG 2.Se4 Bb3+ 1.Sf3 Qd2+ 2.Ke4Bc2* (n) r...Qu+ 2.Sc6 Bb3*
1.Ke4 Qf 2 2.Sd5 Bc2f The composer originally had WK at h6, this stops the
cook: (b) 1.Sf5 QdZ+ 2.Kea Bc6* (or 1.Ke4...2.Sf5) [R.8., D.N.] but the echoes
are then no longer exact.
77. FORSBERG. 1.Kh6 Kh3 2.R96 Kh4 3.Qh? Sfbt and 1.Rg5 Se2 2.Kh5 Kh3
3.Qh6 Sf4+.
78. HOLLADAY. (a) r.Nf Z Kdz z.Sf 4 Kc1+ 3.Ke1 Qbl 4.Sdg+ (b) 1.Sc4+ Kdj_
2.Ke4 Rc1 3.Kd3 Qe1 a.Sb2* (c) r.XgZ Ke1 2.Kgl Qd1 3.Sd4 Re2 .Sf 3*
(d) f .re+ Ke1 2.Sf4 Qd1 3.Ke3 Rf1 4.Sg2{ Imaginative twinning. IR.B.I
Both possible mates with this combination of pieces neatly echoed. IG.W.I
Same force as in 7?. IJ.W.M.]
?9. HOLLADAY. (a) t.xes Rhz 2.Kf6 Kh3 3.Kg5 Sg3 a.Sfaf (b) 1.Sd4 Kh4
2.Kf3 Sf6 3.Kg2 SSa a.Sf3* (c) t.Nes Rh6 2.Kf 2 Kh5 3.Kg3 Sg5 a.Sfa{
80. FORSBERG. 1.8f6 Kxg4 2.Kh7+ Khs 3.BhB Se4 4.Rg7 Sf6f and 1.8f5 Kf3
2.8h7 Kg4 3.Kh6+ Kxh4 4.R96 Sfbf. Capture of B each time adds spice
to the two Grimshaws. tD.N.l
81. BRATN. (a) t.XeS Kb4 2.Kd6 pb8=pr* (U) r.rCS prgS 2.Ke6 pg8=pr{.
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82. HEINONEN. 1.Pe3 Sh? 2.Gc2 Sf6 3.Ge5 Gf5 4.Ge2 Se4* and 1.Gc5 Kd6
Z.Kd4 Sf? 3.GcB Gf6 4.Ge3 Se5*. Gs expertly manipulated. Difficult too.
tR.B.l euite unexpected chameleon, each with a deceptive inevitability
and absolute economY. ID.N.I
g3. MEyENFELDT. (a) anA (b) 1.NSb3 NSal 2.Kc1 Kc2*. The same but different!
tD.N.l How peculiar! [G.W.] Not 1...Kc2 2...NSa1, as 2.Kc1 is self-check'
84. MEYENFELDT. (a) t.NNno NNaS 2.Pb6 Ke5* (n) 1.Kh4 NNal 2.Pb3 rcg+*.
85. MEYENFELDT. (a) r.Nte Kf? 2.NPfZ+ Lrd* (u) r.Nee Le6 2.NPe2Ke?*
(c) r.xgs Lg6 2.NPg2I<g7jAll three of these problems bxploit the abitity of patrol chess pieces to observe
without being able to capture, with amusing results' t-R-'B'l
86. FOSTES. r.Na4 itnr. Qafi pg1=Q+/Pc1=5+7Rat+ 2.Sbc2/Sb3/Sa2* etc.
Delightful. tJ.W.M.l Clever matrix to produce three excellent cross-checks.
tn.e.l Intricate line play. tD.N.l
8?. FOSTER. 1.S?xgb (tni. nxgO) Ss-+/Se5+/Rxg5+ 2.896/Sfz/Bxg5* etc..
Composer comments that Ba? stops cook 1.Rd5? RxdS! (Z.Qct+ Be3) and
various duals. The problem was inspired by No. 105 (Larsen Theme) in Brian
Harleyrs Mate in Two Moves where, in his commentary, B.H. as\9d to see an

e*a'ptemasnotadoublecheck.1...Se52.Sf7aterrific

variation! tR.B.l
88. HOLLADAY. (a) 1.Sa? Kb8 2.Qb6* (U) r.Qe+ Kb8 2.Qa8t (c) 1.Qc0+ Ka6/7'
2.Sc4/ea8+.
89. BORODATOV. In (a) ? caps by WPs balance missing Black men. Hence WP
from a2 has not captured. If Ra8 has not moved then WaP died on a-file.
Four other caps by BPs balance the missing W pieces. If BK has not moved
then the last Black move must have been Pf7-f5. But WP coming from e2 ot
d2 captured a BP on h? or h6. Hence there has always been a WP or BP on h6
h?. So, despite all our efforts to permit OOO, the BK must have moved to
Iet out Rh8. Thus OOO is not possible. In (b) tne WP h7 could have come from
92, so oOO is possible. The intended play is (a) 1.sg0 Kd8 2.Ph8=qf and
(O) f .peS*f5 e.p. OOO 2.QxcZ* Out 1.Pxd7+ Kf8 2.Bxc5{ provides a second
' solution for both parts. tR.B.l. The PxP e.p. and OOO mutually "provet'each
other in (b) , so there is no eook by 1.Qa3 OOO 2.Qa8f, though the logic, I
must admit, is a bit weird!
90. STEUDEL. Retract OO+ Play 1.Pxb1=Q 2.Qxf5 3-9.Kg8 10.Qf7 for Rh8*
91. MIHALEK. (a) 1-4.Pc1=R 5.RxS 6.Rc1 7.Rc5 8.Pg1=B 9.8h2 10.8b8 11.Rc?
1z.Rb?+ for PxR* but also 6.Td/e/ft 7.Rd4/e3/f2 ...10/77.Rd/e/f7 ... [a11
solversl (b) 1-5 as before 6.RxP ?.Rc5 9-12. Pg1=B and so on as before.
92. TOMSON. 1-3.Kc4 4-5.Rb1 6.Kb5 7.Ra7 8.Kc4 9.Kc3 10.Kc2 11-12.Rb2
13.Kc1 for Rc8* but cook: 1-3.Kc4 4-5.Ra1 6-9.Ka6 for RaSt tG.W.l
others gave similar but longer cooks.
93. JELLISS. 1.Nh4 (tnr. Z.NgS+ Ke1 3.Nf 3+) Ke1 2.Nf 3+ KeZ 3.Ng3*. Quite a
teaser. tG.W.l Military precision - Form column of three - Left wheel! IR.B.I
94. JELLISS. 1.Ncz 2.Ng5 3. Na2 for Kc1* and 1.Na5 2.Ne? 3.Nb1 for Kb3*.
This is best appreciated if a diagram of the moves is drawn.
95. SMOOK. 1.pf4 Mg6(via 92) 2.Kd6 Kd3 3.Pd4 Ma3+ (discovered check by Ga6_
over Pe?) 4.Keb Fe+*. fn" m-pins prevent PxP e.p. twice. But cooks: [G.!V.]
r.Kb6/7/8/d8 Ke3 2.Kc/e7 Gf1 3.Kd6 Gdl+ 4.Ke5 Md?+. will Ga6-b6 cure?
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Exact Echoes Tourney

- Concluded

The Exact Echoes Tourney is concluded with this set of compositions with
Ieapers of various kinds by Elmar and Erieh Bartel and Hans Gruber.
96

- E.&E.BARTEL

g7 - E.&.E.BARTEL

gg - E.&E.BARTEL

"ru, '% '',%rl
"%,
'%,
"%
".% '%
"%'%
%2'%l
% '''mr^%''m,%
% Qffi

i

|

'rr,%,1

%%"%'%
trf,,i)'% %

tru'%l
Mate in 7
with 2 set plays
gg

- E.&E.BARTEL

Mate in 3
(b) STALEmate in
1OO

i

"%l

3

STALEmate in
(b) d2-f4

101

- E.&E.BARTEL

3

E.&E.BARTEL

a,%:w.-'%-m.l
i%'%'% "%
|r,%''%'%,"%"ru'%,1
%, "%''%i
I

I

|'%'%--%,

l%'%w)"%|
;-% ffi,-'% %i

Mru_ru_i
STALEmate in
(b) f2-f6

2

STALEmate in
with set play

TO2

Key

4

E.&E"BARTEL

Mate in

103

3

Elmar BARTEL &
Hans GRUBER

Circled symbols indicate
royal pieees.

m- (0,1)L

@=(1,1)L

0,2)L N =( 2,3)L
A=(L,Z) t = Knightl

trre =(

S =(0,1)+(r,1)L = King!
D=(L,L)+(z,z)L
U=(L,2)+(z ,2)L

9=(0,3)+(r,3)L

S=( L,Z)+(f ,3)+( Z,J)L

Helpmate in 3 (set play)

STALEmate in Lz

The Award for the Tourney will be given in the next issue of Chessics.
please note that the Autumn or Winter issue will be a special issue devoted
to LEAPERS of all kinds: anything from the Zero to the Universal Leaper.
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Destructive Retraction Chess
By P.H.JOHNSON

Just out of interest I decided to explore the retraction possibilities in some
of Dr Tylor's "Destructive Chess" Variants (qlgqqtg! 1?, p14) and it developed
rather. The results follow. Some comments are-In order.
104 is very easy; this was composed to complete the ?rset?r. The Free Capture and Free Cancellation Variants do not in general need Sensitive Kings, but
in these examples (wenigsteiners with ?'un-destruction") they do. The Auto Surrender Variant is the only form in which mate is impossible, but it proved impossible to force a retraction in Free Surrender without rather strange restrictions
as in 113, and stalemate cannot be shown in wenigsteiner due to the possibilities
of retracting e.g. Q or Srrsurrenders'r. The Sensitive WK in 112 is needed to prevent W retractions, which would be legal. I realise Helpmate in l- is rather an
odd stipulation, but given the other constraints, I think itrs reasonable.
I've added a BP to position 109 on the grounds that if Black pieces disappear two at a time, there must always be an even number; but the opening position being illegal, is this necessary? Similarly, in Free Cancellation there must
be an even total of pieces, and in Oppo Cancellation the same number on both
sides.

RECAP ON THE RULES
Free, Auto, Oppo: Moves can be made to squares occupied by pieces of (a) either
colour, (b) of the same colour, (c) of opposite eolour. (cn"sicr_1L, pg).
Capture, Surrender, Cancellation: The result of the move to the occupied square
is that (a) tne stationary piece, (b) the moving piece, (c) Uotn pieces, vanish from
the board (Chessics L2, pl4).
RetlqctionleEEss: tnaOdition to normal moves a player can at his turn retract any

@avebeenplayedinsomegamgtothatposition.Aplayermay
not however retract into or out of check. fCnessics_U, p11).
Sensitive Kings: May not be observed by their own men. tCnessics-tZ, p14).

REVIEWS

QARCH edited by Maxim Tingley for The Archimedeans, The Arts School,
Benert Street, Cambridge, CBz 3PY is a companion for Eureka, appearing three
times a year, "to promote discussion of famous, interesting and unsolved problems of a recreational nature in mathematics". Its contents make a welcome
change from the usual predigested puzzle fare one usually encounters in books
and columns on mathematical amusements. Problems of a chessic nature that
are considered are for example polyominoes and other dissections. The subscription is f 1 (or f 1.50 outside Europe).
Canadian Chess Chat produced by Frank Szarka, P.O.Box 304r Statioh "Bt',

@nadaL8L?V?costs$18.00peryear($16inN.America)l

and has had a problem section since January 1980. and since 1983 has featured
special sections on Circe Chess edited by Adrian Storisteanu and Fairy Chess of

other types by Fred Mihalek.
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Ten Problems in Destructive Retraction Chess Variants, by P.H.JOHNSON.

104

- oppo Capture

Helpmate in

107

-

;; - Free Capture

1; - Auto Capture

Helprnate in 1
Sensitive BK

Helpmate in 1
Sensitive BK

1

Oppo Cancellati

on

-.%--%"-%-Mrt

'%'%'%ffi'%
.% %, '%LTi
'% '%'%, '%
'%.'%'%'%i
''%, '%,'%'%
'%,'%'%i
'%'%'%,'%i
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l% %'% "%
i

i

i

108

- F'ree Cancellation lt! 9 Auto Cancellation
"% '%,'% ffi.,,,,,ffi1
'%,
'%,
17.&,
|'%"%'m,"%g '%i
l%, '%"% '%,i
|'% "% '%,
l%'%

|

'%i%,

I

',/r,%rl

"1fu,

,r%rj

|'%'%,'% '%_)

I

l

Helpmate in

110 - Oppo

1

Surrender

Helpmate in 1
Sensitive BK
111

Helpmate in 1
Sensitive BK

- Free Surrender 1l2 - Auto Surrender

;-%_%_%
'%,
'%,
iry,'/,%, '%,%

'%,'%,'%

'%'%,'% '%,"%l
'%'%'%'%l

"%z

\ "%, '%,%
i'm%'%%
'%/r,
%',%Z,
't%,
'%Y',%,
|,ru_.%_&,,3,_
Y%2,

I

'%,

'%'%'%

"%,

I

"%

',%Z

Helpmate in 1
Sensitive BK

HelpSTALEmate in
Sensitive BK

In 111 and 112 Black is considered stalemated

if

'%,

'%,'%'%'%,1
'%'%, %t'%fri
'%'%,'%z '%l

%-ru-W9ru
1

HelpSTALEmate in lSensitive WK and BK

he has no forward move.

- Free Surrender Retraction Chess - BKd4, WKf8, WSg3 - Helpmate in 1
with Sensitive BK, but Black pieces can (irrationally) check White. T'his is
the nearest Irve come to a forced mate in Free Sumender.

113
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Wazir Tours with Squares in a Row
By G.P.JELLISS
In the 2x21'lazir tour, numbered 1 to 4, it so happens that therrsquare'
numbers, 1 and 4 are in the same row (diagram A below). This may seem a trivial
observation, but when we try to extend the feat to larger boards it begins to
appear much more interesting. The feat of having all the square numbers in a row
cannot be accomplished on boards of side 3, 4 or 5, but when we consider side 6 it
turns out to be possible once more. Moreover the solution is unique! (diagram B).
The 2x2 case must form the basis for any larger tour with the squares-in-a-row
property. To get the next square g in line with the I and 4 there are three ways;
as indicated in diagrams B, C and D.
A

B

18 19 20 2L 22

23

14 11 34 31 30
13 12 33 32 29

27
28

L7 B 7 6 524
16 936 1 425
15 10 35 2 3 26

D

C

5678
14
23

I

The.next cases in which Wazir tours with squaresina*ow are possible are for
boards of side 10 and 14. Rather than type out all the numbers I give instead in
diagrams E, F, G, H visual representations of the routes of the Wazir for the
four cases considered

EffiI

H

It is easy to conjecture from these results that similar tours can be constructed
on boards of side 4k - 2 for any number k, and that the solution in each case may
be unique - but providing a rigorous proof, or disproof, of this is another matter.

The result obviously has some connection with the fact that the differences of
successive squares are successive odd numbers - an elementarv result of number
theory. The number of squares to be visited by the Wazfu between z2 and (z+L)2
is thus 22, and these must all lie on the same side of the row of square numbers.
The corresponding problem of constructing a Knight tour with the square
numbers in a row was first proposed by G.E.Carpenter in Brentano's Magazine,
May 188L and solved bv Hertzsprung in the September issue I information from
T.R.Dawson, FCR, Qctober 1937, p86 I and many Knight tours showing squares
in knight-move circuits were published by Dawson in FCR from February 1932
onwards. But the lVazir case oddly seems not to haveEn considered before.
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fite Castler
By Edgar HOLLADAY

Frederick M.Mihalek and I have experimented with a new (?) system of men
the basic type of which we tentatively call the "Castler". It is essentially a King
which can trcastle'? with any other man of its own colour by moving two squares
toward the other man, which is then placed on the square over which the Castler
has passed.

Castling may be carried out on files and diagonals as well as along any rank.
We have assumed that, as in ordinary Chess, the royal piece may not castle
out of check or across a square guarded by the opposition.
The last two problemsr llS - 9 , employ a "mixed castlerfrwhich is like an
ordinary Castteq except that it ean castle with men of either colour. [i.e. in the
terminology of Dr Tylor, it is a '?Free Castler" instead of an ??Auto Castler" - Ed.l
To conserve King-symbols the Editor has chosen to represent Castlers by doublePawn svmbols.
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LL4 - F"M.MIHALEK

a %-%-%-%,,
',%',%Li

lm, '%,

|'%'%%,'%"%l
'% "ffiJ
l%
'%i
|'%
"%

% "%
'%'%'%
4l

'%a%'% '%)
".au "%, %
t%, ,%
,%
'%,t

i

\m

l%'%'%
"%'% 'mi
Helprnate in
LL?

F.M.MIHALEK

,%, ,%L,,%

i%,T

|'%e'% Tw,"%41
l%.'%'%

116

E.HOLLADAY

I

,,%,

I

lm

'% "%'%

Helpmate in

4

- E.HOLLADAY

119

I

I

-J

HelpSTALEmate in

7

119

- F.M.MIHALEK

l- '% '% '%,
l%

aM%--%.i
"m
"%Al

"m,
|tl%'fu%.%%v'%

t%s%sv,e %
I L''N-^B'''42, Ve
''%,L'% % "%

|'%'%,'%'%l
r,%%%'%l

ie"i

Tl
14%L'% '%

|

i%1,

4

E.HOLLADAY

T,.K=t

''",Wi

lW"%, ""//,e" "'/,,X2

i

7,Xri

w_%%_%)

;t'''ffir-""'T:%"""""%K;ruri

HelpSTALEmate in
(Z ways) Orphan f 3

Mate in 2
Mixed Castler c4

ITWAM

|

',',lz,=",ru?i

Helpmate in 4
Mixed Castlers

The Orphan in 117 is a Dummy that acquires the powers of any pieces tha.t
attack it (but loses these powers when no longer attacked).
The author cornments that the rules about not castling out of or through
check should not be regarded as obligatory on??Castlersr?, since one can imagine
direct-mates with excitlng play in volving castlings awa./ from Black checks.
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REVIEWS

Fantasiproblem by Anders Olson (1983, from: Ordbokhandeln, S;t Eriksgatan 8,
s-1f z eS, sto-kfrolm, Sweden, price Sw.kr.42) in Swedish, contains 124 problems.
Example A is a problem in Hoppschack - a variant in which all the pieces hop,
rather like draughtsmen but without capturing the hurdle. There is also much on
Maximumming, Circe, Retromate, Cylindrical and Spherical Chess.
The Chess Mysteries of the Arabian Knights by Raymond Smullyan (1983, Hutchlnson, f 5r95) is a follow-up to the author's similar book of retroanalysis puzzles
set in Sherlock Holmes country. This time Haroun Al Rashid is our guide. Of some
interest is Smullyan's nomenclature: a Phantom is a piece that is really there but
invisible; A Spy is a piece disguised as another piece; A Genie is a piece that'
though visible, is not really there!
A

- A.OLgCi{

Hoppsehack

B

'*/

- R.SMULLYAN

Which WS is a Genie?
Either player may castle.

Non-stale Mate in 3
(i.e. Black must not be in
check and unable to move
- a state called 'fschackpatttt)

world Game Review is an (approximat_ely)

_quarterly magazine (e+ size) mainly

@oduceduymicrraett<etier,9C[radmanCourt,Baltimore,
MD 27207, U.S.A.' price

$8.00 for four issues. Regular features ceat wiin :Book
and Games Reviews; cryptography; Analysis of ocds in various games (e.g.Risk);
original or Lost-and-Little-Known Games; Analysis of puzzle-T6ys (of the Rubik
cube genre). of particular interest was a Taxonomy of Games in issue 1.

gopscct_ch is^a
_magazine for postal games players produced (monthlv!) bv Alan
Parr, 6 Longfield
Gardens, Tring, Herts (snmpie coby a0p). Ii i,
of
an apparently enormous number of '?zines" devoted to postal play,
"" particularly
""""rir" of
games of the role-playing-type or diplomacy family. IWuch
of-it is U"yonc my ken,
so I will not attempt any further detail. OAO tnat ishould first read of it i.t
Wcn,
all the way from Ameriea, when it has been going since 19g0.

Etero Scacco ProblenJi is a new Supplement to Eteroscacco devoted solely to
it is tne Itatian
and
Rex Mu{iplex)._Copies of the first two issues have beeiEffioTo me, ano"witt
be sent to any UK reader who sends me a stamped addressed Cb size envelope
(subject to availability). suOtcription is Lit ro.oO for the year from:
Atessandro
Castelli, I-62010 Villa potenza (tvtC) - Itaty.

ffie.

"quiu"6tffiriJr,;;;;;;"ch.
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Smook Rings
From Problems by Dr R.W;Smook

Roger Smook offers an interesting glimpse into some of the more baffling
aspects of play on circular boards in the following three problems. problem A
eontinues the one-dimensional experiments inaugurated by N.M.Gibbins in Fairy
thess Revielv.r December 1943. In B, a ?'De-southing?' pawn is like an ordinary
Pawn, but while attacking a man, deprives it of southward mobility. r'De-norihing"
Pawns are analogous. In C three eurved boards, 1x5, 1x6 and lx?, intersect at one
eell, where a White Pawn is about to promote. It is allowed to promote only to a
??north-bound't leaper, having
a single leap of a fixed length. (The composer also
commentsr with rigorous logic, that the three boards are commensurate; i.e. the
distance from one cell to the next is the same on all of them.)
A

B

C
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.%

%
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The stipulations for the three problems are as follows. A - stalemate in 1 (in 2
ways). The piece on cell 8 is a Three-rider. The other pieces move as one woul<l
expect Rooks and Kings to do if confined to a one-row circular board. B - The
board is a Torus. Mate in B is required (a) with Three-riders c2,
and (b) with
Seven-rirlers c2, 94. The man on b4 is a De-southing pawn, that 94
on h6 is a De_
northing Pawn. Since these riders can go round the board any number of times
they are very similar to Rooks - but not quite the same! C - you are required
'to promote the Pawn to
an N-leaper (N ai small as possible) so tnat-aiiin"""
Kings are checked - i.e. Supercheck in 1. The answer has something to do
with
the ttChinese Remainder Theoremrr!
Solutions to the Smook Rings

- 1.K7 or 1.RxR, with discovered pin stalemates, clockwise and anticlockwise
respectively. B - (a) 1.94-91 (threat c2-cS*) Kd8/Kf8 Z.g1-c1/c2-g2 etc. Try:
A

I.e2-eI? Kf8! 2.c1-gr Phs. (b) 1.c2-c1 (threat S4-g8*) Kf8/Kd8 Z,ct-gJ/g+-c+
etc. Try: 1.94-91? Kd8! 2.91-c1 Pb3. The tries show "Holzhausenttinterierence.
C - The Pawn promotes to a S2-leaper! (The general solution is b2 + 210M for
any number M. The least common multiple of 5,6 ? being 2L0.) Sz is the smallest
number that gives remainders of 218,4 when dividecl uy s,z,o respectively. [The
editor adds: If the Pawn is required to prornote to a I'souttrward'i N-leaper then
the answer is N=l58r and if to a non-direc{ional N-leaper, then N=32.1
A - (A.orson, ric,x,tt, r*tli,XTotin?15 lirffTrHg-fsischackpatt: the s gives
check by hop over the wK, but Black's B has nothing to hop over). so we play":
1.Pf4-f6 Bg7-e5 2.Pe4-eB Be5-g? and now 3.pg6-gs=s is (non-stale) mate.
I - SSt is the Genie since Bg7 is the BP from g? ieturned after promotion at
from which the B escaped via f2, and thus ez,f3,h3 were blocked at that tirne, 91,
not permitting entry by a Knight. Rag was captured near home, Beh3,webG,BBcB.
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